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Abstract 

A proportional hazards model approach was adopted to estimate risk 
of default for loan applicants. A sample of 500 applicants was 
observed for 36 months. The life of the account is measured from the 
month, it was opened until the account becomes ‘bad’ or it is closed or 
until the end of observation. The account is considered bad if payment 
is not made for two consecutive months in line with the industry 
practice. If the account does not miss two payments and is closed or 
survives beyond the observation period, then it is considered to be 
censored. The results showed that gender, employment sector and 
level of education are not significant in credit risk modelling. 
However, marital status, age, home ownership and duration at 
residence were found to be significant. 

1. Introduction and Literature Review 

Background to the study 

Traditional credit risk models aim at determining a customer’s 
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probability of defaulting on loan repayment. This study used survival 
analysis method which draws its origin from the study of time to death or 
occurrence of any other event on life data. The technique has also been 
applied in engineering to model failure time of components and parts. In 
credit risk modelling, the event of interest is default, thus modelling time to 
default on loan obligations. 

Modelling of credit risk using survival analysis was first introduced by 
Narain [32]. Thomas et al. [34] further developed the model. Narain [32] 
applied the survival model on 24 months of loan data. The result showed that 
the survival analysis approach provides more detailed and relevant 
information for credit management than the conventional approaches. 
Thomas et al. [34] applied the technique by using the accelerated life 
exponential model to 24 months loan data. The results also showed the 
approach to be superior to conventional credit scoring methods in that a 
better credit-granting decision could be made if the score was supported by 
the estimated survival times. The research by Thomas et al. [34] also did a 
comparison of exponential, Weibull and Cox non-parametric models with 
logistic regression and they concluded that survival method was a better 
modelling tool. 

In the literature, a number of techniques have been applied to model 
credit risk. Orgler [33] applied regression analysis in a model for commercial 
loans. Wiginton [35] was one of the first to publish credit scoring results 
using logistic regression. It was compared with discriminant analysis. 
Leonard [26] also applied logistic regression in evaluating commercial loans. 
Durand [14] pioneered the use of discriminant analysis for credit scoring. 
Decision tree and rule was adopted by Makowski [27] and Mehta [30] for 
credit scoring. 

Other techniques include K-Nearest Neighbour Classifiers which were 
used by Chatterjee and Barcun [8] and Henley and Hand [21]. Baesens et al. 
[4] studied the use of Bayesian network classifiers to rate borrowers. Linear 
programming was applied by Hardy and Adrian [19] and compared it with 
other statistical approaches. 
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Statement of the problem 

During the period between year 2003 and 2010, the Kenyan financial 
market experienced growing liquidity, which caused banks to rigorously 
market various loan products. This gave rise to the need to review the banks’ 
credit-granting criteria to reflect the growing volume of loan portfolio and to 
respond to the year 2008 global credit crunch. However, research on credit 
risk has surprisingly received insignificant attention from both practitioners 
and scholars in Kenya. Over the years, banks perpetually used traditional 
credit scoring techniques to rate loan applicants. 

A number of studies have been carried out on the issue of credit risk 
modelling using different approaches. A limited number of studies 
worldwide have applied survival analysis techniques but none has been 
applied on the Kenyan or even Eastern African market to analyse credit risk. 
To this end, the research is intended to model probability of loan default and 
hazard rates for various risk groups using Cox Proportional Hazards Model. 
Furthermore, existing credit scoring models classify borrowers into different 
risk categories but cannot provide any information on when the borrower is 
likely to default. It is more informative for the lender not only to know the 
probability of defaulting, but also when the default is likely to happen. This 
helps to fairly price risks and improves the focus on ultimate profitability. 
For instance, if the lender knows that a group of loan applicants are bad type, 
instead of rejecting their applications, then it may grant loans to them at 
higher interest rate, as long as the term of the loan is shorter than the likely 
time to default. Thus some “bad” applicants can also be viewed as profitable 
propositions. 

General objective 

The broad objective of this research is to use Cox Proportional Hazards 
Model to generate default probabilities at various points in time. The study 
also intended to perform significance tests for the covariates captured by the 
model. 

Specific objectives 

The specific objectives included: 
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1. To generate the regression coefficient for each covariate. 

2. To generate a correlation matrix of regression coefficients. 

3. To test the statistical significance of the each covariate in the resulting 
Cox Model. 

4. To provide a statistical summary for each covariate. 

Descriptive methods of time-to-event 

Survival analysis is a statistical method for modelling the time to some 
events for a population of individuals. For example, events may refer to 
death in medical application, or recidivism of released prisoners in 
criminology application, or first bought of a new product by customer in 
marketing studies. The time to the occurrence is termed as survival time or 
lifetime. In application to credit risk modelling, the events refer to default of 
a loan and therefore its lifetime refers to time-to-default T. 

Default times are subjected to random variation and are thus random 
variables. To describe their randomness, there are five standard ways: 
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These five formulations are mathematically equivalent but they highlight 
different aspects of the default time. The distribution function tells us the 
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probability that default occurs at or before time t. Conversely, survivor 
function is the probability that default does not occur at or before time t; in 
other words, the loan survives (non-default), at least, to time t. The 
interpretation of hazard function is slightly tricky. It is the “rate” that 
borrower defaults at time t, conditional on his staying on the books up to that 
time. Note that hazard is not a probability and thus can be greater than one. 

In survival analysis, we must consider a key analytical problem called 
censoring. In essence, censoring occurs when we have some information 
about an individual’s survival time, but do not know the exact survival time. 
There are a number of types of censoring, such as random, interval, left and 
right censoring. In credit scoring application, most of the cases are right 
censoring. 

For example, suppose we follow a group of borrowers for 3 years. If we 
observe borrower A fails to repay at 15th month, then he is certainly 
classified as a default case and his default time is 15. On the other hand, 
consider borrower B, who repays on time during the whole observed period. 
We do not know his exact default time but are sure that it must be greater 
than 36. For such case, borrower B is known as a right censored observation. 
Another example of right censoring could be when borrower C repays on 
time from the 1st month to the 12th month. At the 12th month, we do not 
have future repayment pattern of borrower C. As borrower B, we do not 
know the exact default time of borrower C, we only know that it must be 
greater than 12. This is also a right censoring example. 

The Cox proportional hazards model 

Introduction 

This technique is adopted to assess effect of multiple covariates on 
survival. It is the most commonly used multivariate survival method. 

Model description and derivation 

Consider the experimental distribution with parameter λ such that 

( ) .0, >λ= λ− tetf t  
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It can be shown that the hazard function 

( ) ,λ=th  

λ can be estimated using the maximum likelihood method. 

Alternatively, we can consider λ to be dependent on a variable X, say. 
We call X a covariate of λ. 

Fo r example, we can express λ as follows: 
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as 
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Since λ is the hazard function for the exponential distribution, we can 
generalize the notion as 

( ) .0 Xeeth β′β=  

Based on the above notion, we have Cox’s Proportional Hazards Model 
given as 

( ) ( ) ,0
Xethth β′=  

( ) ,00
β= eth  

where 

( ) =tHi  the hazard function at time t, 

( ) =th0  the baseline hazard function at time t, 

=β  a vector of parameters, 

=X  a vector of covariates. 

Remarks 

1. The Cox model assumes a common shape of the hazard for all 
individuals. 

2. ( )th  is proportional to ( ),0 th  i.e., ( ) ( ),0 tKhth =  where K is            

the constant of proportionality. In this case, the constant of 

proportionality is .Xeβ′  

3. Cox’s contribution was to figure out how to estimate the β’s without 
specifying ( ).0 th  

4. Cox proportional hazard model is semi-parametric because ( )th0         

is arbitrary or not specific. Hence ( )th0  is non-parametric. The 

exponential component Xeβ′  is parametric. 

5. In general, a proportional hazard model can be expressed in the form 
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( ) ( ) ( ),210 pXXXthth +++ψ=  where the multiplier ( )Xψ  

does not depend on time and it is positive. 
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Construction of partial likelihood 

Suppose a sample of size 4 has the following individuals named A, B, C 
and D. Let their failure times be ,At  ,Bt  Ct  and ,Dt  respectively. 

Suppose .4321 tttttttt BADC <<<=<<<  

Just before the occurrence of the first failure, all four individuals were at 
risk. In other words, the risk set at 1t  was: 

( ) { }.,,,1 DCBAtR =  

Similarly, the risk set at ,2t  3t  and tt  was: 

( ) { },,,2 DBAtR =  
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( ) { },,3 BAtR =  

( ) { }.4 BtR =  

The probability of C failing at time ,1t  given the risk set ( )1tR  can be looked 

at in terms of the hazard ( )thc  with respect to all of them. 
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In the Cox Proportional Hazards Model: 
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β can be estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation method. If the 
partial likelihood is denoted by L, then 

.0log =
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2. Methodology 

Research design and data 

This study was carried on data provided by a leading commercial bank in 
Kenya. The loan borrowers included in the study were randomly picked from 
the bank’s databank such we had a sample of 500 borrowers. The sample was 
drawn from a portfolio of personal loans whose maturity was 36 months or 
more and whose commencement date was January 2005. The subjects were 
observed through December 2007. 

The event of interest is loan default denoted by 1. Censored state is 
denoted by 0. The covariates under analysis included: 

(1) Customer’s gender (gen) defined as .
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(2) Customer’s marital status (mar) defined as .
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(3) Customer’s age at application (age) date given as 
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(4) Customer’s employment sector (emp) such that .
sectorpublic1
sectorprivate0









=
=

 

(5) Home ownership (home) denoted by .
occupierowner1

tenant0









=
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(6) Highest level of education (edu) defined as .
graduateuniversity1

graduate-non0
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(7) Duration at current residence (res) given as .
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The model structure 

Hazard rate at time i is given by 

( ) ( ) ( ),22110 KK XXX
i ethth β++β+β=  

=β′s  relative risks or hazard ratios (HR). 

For this research, 
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3. Results, Discussions, Conclusions and Recommendations 

Cox regression 
Table 3.1 

Case Processing Summary 
  N Percent 

Eventa 104 20.8% 
Censored 394 78.8% 

Cases available in analysis

Total 498 99.6% 
Cases with missing values 0 .0% 
Cases with negative time 0 .0% 
Censored cases before the
earliest event in a stratum

2 .4% 

Cases dropped 

Total 2 .4% 
Total 500 100.0% 
a. Dependent Variable: survival time in months 
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Table 3.2 

Categorical Variable Codingsc,d,e,f,g,h,i 

  Frequency (1)b 

0=female 198 1 gena 

1=male 302 0 

0=single 200 1 mara 

1=married 300 0 

0=below 35 years 358 1 agea 

1=35 years and above 142 0 

0=private sector 299 1 empa 

1=public sector 201 0 

0=tenant 408 1 homea 
1=owner occupied 92 0 
0=non-graduate 352 1 edua 
1=university graduate 148 0 
0=less than 5 years 186 1 resa 
1=5 years and above 314 0 

a. Indicator Parameter Coding 

b. The ( )1,0  variable has been recoded, so its coefficients will not be the 

same as for indicator ( )1,0  coding 

c. Category variable: gen (gender) 

d. Category variable: mar (marital status) 

e. Category variable: age (age at application date) 

f. Category variable: emp (employment sector) 

g. Category variable: home (home ownership) 

h. Category variable: edu (highest level of education) 

i. Category variable: res (duration at current residence). 
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Table 3.3 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients 
2 Log Likelihood
1242.293 

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficientsa,b 
Overall (score) Change From Previous 

Step 
Change From Previous 

Block –2 Log 
Likelihood Chi-square Df Sig. Chi-square Df Sig. Chi-square Df Sig. 
1203.882 37.345 7 .000 38.412 7 .000 38.412 7 .000 

a. Beginning Block Number 0, initial Log Likelihood function: –2 Log 
likelihood: 1242.293 

b. Beginning Block Number 1. Method = Enter 

Table 3.4 

Variables in the Equation 
       95.0% CI for Exp(B) 
 B SE Wald Df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Upper 

Gen .271 .199 1.864 1 .172 1.312 .889 1.937 
Mar .587 .198 8.819 1 .003 1.799 1.221 2.652 
Age .562 .246 5.236 1 .022 1.755 1.084 2.840 
Emp .391 .212 3.384 1 .066 1.478 .975 2.242 

Home .819 .322 6.467 1 .011 2.268 1.207 4.264 
Edu .129 .225 .327 1 .567 1.137 .732 1.767 
Res .520 .197 6.936 1 .008 1.682 1.142 2.477 

Table 3.5 

Correlation Matrix of Regression Coefficients 
 Gen Mar Age Emp Home Edu 

Mar –.075      
Age –.039     .018     
Emp –.066     .026 –.078    

Home –.100     .050      .041    .028   
Edu –.019 –.001 –.021 –.044 –.065  
Res –.038 –.078 –.006 –.045   .025 .052 
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Table 3.6 
Survival Table 

At mean of covariates 
Time Baseline Cum Hazard Survival SE Cum Hazard 

14 .000 .998 .002 .002 
15 .001 .992 .004 .008 
16 .002 .987 .005 .014 
17 .003 .980 .006 .021 
18 .004 .973 .007 .028 
19 .006 .960 .008 .041 
20 .008 .945 .010 .057 
21 .010 .932 .011 .071 
22 .012 .918 .012 .086 
23 .014 .906 .013 .099 
24 .016 .895 .014 .111 
25 .019 .878 .016 .130 
26 .022 .860 .017 .151 
27 .026 .838 .018 .177 
28 .028 .822 .019 .196 
29 .030 .815 .019 .205 
30 .032 .803 .020 .219 
31 .033 .794 .021 .231 
32 .034 .791 .021 .234 
36 .035 .787 .021 .240 

Table 3.7 

Covariate Means 
 Mean 

Gen .396 
Mar .398 
Age .715 
Emp .598 

Home .817 
Edu .705 
Res .373 
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Discussions, conclusions and recommendations 

Table 3.1 gives a summary of case processing showing that 20.8% of the 
sampled loan applicants defaulted at some point in time over the observation 
period of 36 months. 78.8% survived there payment schedule and 0.4% 
settled their accounts before the earliest default was recorded. Table 3.2 
provides summary statistics for each covariate in terms of sample size or 
frequency. Each covariate is well defined and recoded and uniqueness. Table 
3.3 gives tests of the model coefficients. Overall, the model is significant 
since chi-square of 37.345 has significance of 0.000 at 5% level. 

From Table 3.4, we obtain the β for each covariate, thus Cox regression 
model can be inferred. Based on the coefficients, the model is represented by 

( )thi  

( ) ( ).520.0129.0819.0391.0562.0581.0271.0
0 iiiiiii reseduhomeempagemargeneth ++++++=  

Based on Wald test statistics, four covariates (mar, age, home and res) were 
significant at 95% confidence interval. The remaining three covariates (gen, 
emp and edu) proved insignificant. This implies the insignificant covariates 
should be dropped from loan application of the check list. 

The correlation matrix of regression coefficients (Table 3.5) gives an 
indicator of the best combination of covariates that would minimise credit 
risk. The combination is given by covariates with negative correlation since 
such would serve as risk diversifiers. 

The survival table (Table 3.6) provides baseline cumulative hazard at 
each point of incidence and corresponding survival rate. Survival rate 
declines with time while cumulative hazard increases. The covariate means 
(Table 3.7) indicate the average value for the hazard associated with each 
covariate. For instance, gen having the value of 0.396 implies that the hazard 
ratio for female to male is 1:0.4. Thus female borrowers were approximately 
two times more risky than male borrowers. The visual impressions for 
survival and hazard rates are shown by Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 

Further research may be done on the same data set using other techniques 
like logistic regression and multivariate Kaplan-Meier estimator. It would 
interest to compare the results. 
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Figure 3.1 

 
Figure 3.2 
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